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Letter to the Editor

Quantitative histopathological analysis of CIN sections

To the Editor,

Cervical histological and cone biopsies constitute a
major portion of the work load in a surgical pathol-
ogy department (estimated 3% of all histological spec-
imens). Post-diagnostic treatment of patients with a
histologically confirmed cervical intraepithelial neo-
plasia (CIN) largely depends on CIN grade, which is
prognostic as to the risk of subsequent progression
[14]. However, inter-observer reproducibility of nor-
mal, reactive, regenerative, metaplastic, and different
CIN grades is notoriously low [8,17]. This explains the
attempts, during the past three decades, to find quanti-
tative histopathological sample classifiers for normal,
koilocytotic and CIN grades.

In the past 15 years the Vancouver group has been
in the forefront of this work [1,4,6,7,15,16,19,20]. The
system they are developing allows surgical patholo-
gists to mouse-select a certain diagnostic area in a sec-
tion. Subsequent digital image-supported sample clas-
sification of this selected image is then performed in
seconds, giving pathologists the adjunct information
requested with a minimum of delay in the flow of rou-
tine work. This is an important factor in the accep-
tance of a new diagnostic or therapeutic laboratory test
[3,18].

However, before arriving at the point of daily imple-
mentation of these methods, many hurdles have to be
crossed. A recent work by Guillaud et al. [4] discusses
methodological issues of Quantitative histopathologi-
cal analysis of cervical intra-epithelial neoplasia sec-
tions. For this study, they used digitized images from
280 samples, classified by consensus expert gynaeco-
logical pathologists as normal (n = 199), koilocy-
tosis (37), CIN 1 (18), CIN 2 (10) and CIN 3 (16).
A cyto-technician delineated the basal membrane and
superficial surface to select a particular epithelial (The
intra- and inter-observer variation in number of cells
selected is significant). This is the only interactive part
of the analysis, the rest is automated. For densitomet-
ric features, normalization is performed by the system.
The cells and samples are then classified using geomet-
ric (size, shape, others), densitometric (darkness, etc.)

and texture (chromatin distribution) features of the nu-
clei. Using different feature combinations and group-
ings of the original 5 subclasses of cases, they arrive
at a correct classification of roughly 85–95% of in-
dividual cells and 80% of the samples (65% for the
CIN lesions). They concluded that (1) The use of in-
tensity normalization from a subset of imaged non-
overlapping intermediate layer cells works as well or
better than any of the other methods tested and pro-
vides significant time saving; and (2) Although this re-
sult must be tested in a larger data set, the exclusive
use of intermediate layer cells may be acceptable when
using quantitative histopathology.

In spite of the significant amount of work done and
information obtained, a number of questions remain.

1. They mention that 16% of all samples are tech-
nically inadequate with their technique [4], a fig-
ure comparable to the 21% we experienced with
quantitative Ki67-based classification of CIN le-
sions [9–12]. Both techniques require a non-
tangentially cut section of adequate size so that
the conditions for the two different methods
are probably very similar. It could be argued
however, that other quantitative histopathologi-
cal features than those they have used can still be
informative also in sub-optimal and tangentially
cut sections. Guillaud et al. [4] have used descrip-
tors of nuclei only, not the orientation of the nu-
clei to each other. The latter is an important fea-
ture of upward maturation of cervical epithelium
and therefore also in the classification of CIN le-
sions, as surgical pathologists know all too well.
Interestingly, the orientation of nuclei in another
study was strongly diagnostic for the presence of
oncogenic Human Papilloma Virus = HPV, al-
though less so for grade [8,13]. It would be in-
teresting to investigate the SSA, nuclear geomet-
ric, density and texture features together with the
quantitative Ki-67 features.

2. CIN is primarily a reaction of the epithelial cells
on Human Papilloma Virus (HPV). It may well
be that molecular markers are better discrimina-
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tors of CIN grades, or better, predictors of the
biological behaviour of CIN lesions than purely
morphological descriptors they have used [8–13,
17].

3. The percental distribution of different CIN
grades in their material is unusual: most are
“Normals”, while the number of CIN 1, 2 and 3 is
small and similar for the three CIN grades. Other
large series of consecutive cases find few nor-
mal, mostly CIN 3 and few CIN 1 lesions. Why
were there so “normal” biopsies, a fairly aggres-
sive clinical procedure?

4. The very many “Normals” may give a too op-
timistic classification result. Depending on the
prior incidence rates conditions set to the clas-
sification model in the linear discriminant analy-
sis (?equal chances, ?chance set by incidence
rates), the normal samples may be overempha-
sized in the computer classification. This would
give well (i.e., too high) classifications for the
Normal samples, but somewhat too low for the
other diagnostic classes (in agreement with this,
the classification results of the Normals is indeed
very good but rather poor for the non-normals.
Linear discriminant analysis method as they have
used is especially sensitive to this classification
bias result.

5. Important real-world diagnostic pitfalls to over-
diagnose non-CIN lesions as CIN, are where re-
active/inflammatory lesions and (atypical) squa-
mous metaplasia are present. These diagnostic
classes are supposedly much more difficult to
classify with Quantitative Histopathology, but
have not been investigated in the present study.

6. The use of intermediate-cells-only makes sense.
Epithelial cells are “borne” in the parabasal cell
layer and mature while they move to the sur-
face. HPV penetrates, integrates and takes over
cell metabolism in the (para)basal epithelial cells.
HPV derived oncoproteins E6 and E7 then sup-
press p53 and retinoblastoma protein, resulting
in changed cell morphology, with increased and
upward proliferation. Analysis of whole thick-
ness measurements therefore may give less sensi-
tive classification results than targeted measure-
ments in the lower half of the epithelium exclud-
ing the basal cells, as they propagate (in agree-
ment with others [8–13]. However, the changes
in the superficial cells are still strongly diagnostic
as all pathologists know. Therefore, as an alter-
native they should separately measure superficial

and deep-layer intermediate cells and compare
their quantitative contribution in the discriminant
analysis. Such an approach may better reflect the
molecular processes underlying the CIN grade,
or at least speak more to the imagination of the
pathologists who in the end must use the meth-
ods.

7. Others [8] and we [2] have emphasized the need
for prospective multicenter independent valida-
tion of methods. Therefore, in spite of the im-
portance of the work done by Guillaud and his
co-workers, such independent testing is probably
more predictive of the error sources and useful-
ness of a method, than the fine technical details of
a certain test. This is especially important as the
standard deviations of features are so diagnostic,
but, unfortunately, these features are not well re-
producible. They should consider using median
values. These may result in somewhat lower final
classification results, but this would be compen-
sated by their much better reproducibility.
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